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Jackson: Joseph Smith's Cooperstown Bible: The Historical Context of the B

joseph smithes
Coopers town bible
smiths cooperstown
the historical context of the bible used in the
joseph smith translation
kent P jackson

in october 1829 joseph smith and oliver cowdery obtained the bible
that was later used in the preparation of joseph smiths new translation of
the holy scriptures it was a quarto size king james translation published
in 1828 by the H and E phinney company of cooperstown
Coopers town new york
the prophet and his scribe likely did not know that their new book would
one day become an important artifact of the restoration and they probably also never considered the position in history that their purchase had
already earned both the text within its pages and the physical object itself
were the products of a long and fascinating history by which the lords
word was brought into the hands of millions of christians in the early
united states the prophets continuing work with the phinney bible
would add to its legacy in this article we will examine joseph smiths
phinney bible the history of the bible in the english language and in
america the roots from which the phinney bible descended and the way
it was used in the creation of the joseph smith translation
1

the english bible in america
bibles arrived in america with its earliest european settlers and there
is no question about the bible s role as their most important book and perhaps the single most important influence on their culture the puritans
including the members of the 1620 plymouth colony brought the
geneva bible first published in 1560 a mainstay of early english protestantism that was heavily influenced in its translation and marginal notes by
the teachings of john calvin other immigrants brought the bishops
En
bible first published in 1568 the church of englands
glands more mainline and
less revolutionary translation that had been the authorized version for
half a century but in time because of political circumstances and the
quality of the work itself the translation undertaken at the direction of
king james I1 which was published in 1611 supplanted all others and
became the bible of choice for protestant colonial americans for them
the king james translation eventually became the bible in america 2
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the first bible printed in the colonies was

a 1663 translation into the
a puritan pastor who was

chusett indian language by john eliot
massachusetts
Massa
massachusett
engaged in missionary work among native americans two years previously he had published the new testament separately eliots
eliote bible was followed by later editions of the same translation and others in different
native american tongues 3 america
Americdss first european language bible was a
4 even
german martin luther translation published in 1743
though the
143
majority of european colonists were english speakers english language
bibles were not printed in america during the colonial period but were
imported from britain the reasons include both politics and economics
by british law only printers who were granted a royal franchise were
allowed to print the king james translation additionally the well
established english and scottish presses could produce bibles much less
expensively than could american presses and their bibles were of superior
quality there was no market for american english language bibles
because colonial printers were not in a position to compete with those of

the mother country
circumstances changed with the outbreak of the revolutionary war in
1775 after the colonists declared their independence from britain they
no longer felt constrained to honor the crowns copyright on the king
james translation seven different american printers published editions of
the new testament during the revolutionary war 5 the first of these was
robert aitken who published his in 1777 aitken was the printer to the
continental congress a fact that helped him receive permission for the publi
lication of his full bible in 1782 the first complete english language bible
printed in america it was a small volume of about 3 x 6 and about fifteen
hundred pages long the typesetting and printing were simple and clean
and the book was professionally done though modest and unassuming
compared to the more sophisticated bibles available from europe
aitken s legacy is one of both good and bad timing his good timing
enabled him to earn a well deserved place in history with an important
american first but his bad timing was that shortly after his bible came off
the press the hostilities with britain ended and much more attractive and
inexpensive english bibles again overtook the american market aitken
ochis
was left with most ofhis
of his ten thousand copies unsold he died a poor man 6
with independence from britain coupled with an expanding national
consciousness and a rapidly growing market american book publishers
soon found ways to compete with the established firms of europe and to
succeed where aitken did not three pioneer printers characterized the
enterprising spirit of the new nation and contributed much to creating
the american print industry they were isaac collins isaiah thomas and
mathew carey
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isaac collins of trenton new jersey and later of new york had published two editions of the new testament during the conflict with the
five
offive
british in 1791 he published his first complete bible a quarto edition office
of hive
thousand copies it was available with a variety of options and with or
without the apocrypha an instant success collins s bible was well
respected and soon became an industry standard his firm went on to publish many more bibles in his lifetime and in the lifetime of his children 7
worcester massachusetts was a printer of extraordinary
isaiah thomas of ofworcester
talent and creativity 8 in 1791 he published an impressive folio bible that is
as important for its illustrations as for the quality of its printing thomas s
bible contained fifty finely executed copperplate images in a rococo style
that featured monumental poses elaborate borders and cherubs his contemporary mathew carey took a different approach with his illustrations
odthe
the idealized quiescent images of ofthomass
in place ofthe
of
thomass bible carey s plates
emphasized passion action and drama but in time the more realistic
illustrations of other publishers would carry the day
mathew carey was an irish catholic immigrant to philadelphia with
tremendous foresight and ambition 9 in 1790 he printed america
Americdss first
Americdss first rheims douay version the stanquarto bible it was also america
dard english roman catholic bible translated from the latin vulgate
carey continued to publish the rheims douay version but he soon found
that his best market would be for the king james translation and he entered
the competition for its protestant readers with great energy beginning
with an important quarto edition in 1801 in a short time carey would
become the foremost printer and publisher ofthe
odthe
the bible in america 0 10O his
of
success was primarily the result of his ability to mass produce relatively
inexpensive bibles with many options his bibles came in different sizes
with different types of paper in different leather bindings with different
concord ances and lists and with different options
concordancer
commentaries concordances
packages of ofcommentaries
for pictures thus they met the needs of a broad spectrum of consumers in
the first quarter of the nineteenth century carey published some sixty
separate editions of the bible at any given time as many as twenty of his
editions were in print 11
when one compares robert aitken s bible of 1782 with those of
collins thomas and carey which appeared only a few years later one can
see why the latter three succeeded and aitken did not aitkens
aitken s bible
though nicely produced contained the biblical text and nothing more
aside from a brief introductory note displaying his endorsement from
congress in contrast subsequent bibles were garnished by illustrations of
concord ances indexes and a
concordancer
many kinds marginal cross references lists concordances
variety of other add ons and attractions to a large extent it was these and
not the biblical text that determined whose edition the reader would buy
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As a result much creativity was employed in producing bibles with the

right look and with the right combination of features
with the dramatic increase in the production of books of all kinds
soon after the revolutionary war the science of printing made steady
improvements while the basic technology remained much as it had been
since johann gutenberg in the fifteenth century the level of sophistication
that american printers demonstrated in their work continued to rise
along the way technological advances made books less expensive to pro12
duce mathew carey charged 1010 for his 1801 king james Bible
bible12
his 1816
13
2000
1820s most bibles were
bibles ranged from 375
to
by the late i82os
20.00
2000
3.75
375
selling for about 3 or 4 and by midcentury a fine bible could be purchased
for under 1

typesetting and stereotyping
joseph smiths 1828 H and E phinney bible advertised itself proudly
as a stereotype edition stereotyping was in fact the newest development
in printing technology in the prophet s day and because of it the phinney
bible was among the best available in the united states
before the end of the nineteenth century typesetting consisted of setting in place on the page by hand a small piece of metal type for each letter
each punctuation mark each line and each space an average single page
in the first edition of the book of mormon consisted of about twentyfive
twenty five
hundred pieces of metal tightly held together an average quarto bible page
consisted of at least sixty five hundred pieces 14 depending on how much
type the compositor had after the printing of one or two signatures
sheets containing eight or sixteen pages the type usually had to be
returned to the cases from which it had been taken then the next signature could be set reusing the same pieces of type for small items printers
could afford to keep their type standing that is to leave the forms intact
without redistributing the type into the cases that way they could reprint
the same item each time there was a need without additional labor costs
and without the potential of making new errors standing type was thus
desirable for projects that were intended to be reprinted like bibles but
for an item as large as a bible standing type was extraordinarily expensive
few printers could afford the millions of pieces of type that were required
for a job so large type that would be unavailable for other projects and
the storage space needed for the standing type for a whole bible was excessive even so aggressive mass producers like isaiah thomas and mathew
carey soon were printing bibles from standing type 15 carey s first quarto
from standing type was published in 1804 and it was reprinted many times

until 1816

16
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the technology that

revolutionized the economics of bible printing
was stereotyping a process by which a single thin metal plate was made
that contained an entire page of text from a page set by hand a mold was
made from which the stereotype plate was cast the plates could be used
repeatedly allowing the indefinite reprinting of popular books 17 stereotyping was first used in the united states in about 1812 from plates
imported from england 18 shortly thereafter american printers learned
of their own the first bible printed in the
the skill and began creating plates oftheir
united states from domestically made plates was in 1815 isaac collins pro1816 19 only five years later half
duced the first stereotype quarto edition in 18109
of the bible editions printed in america were stereotyped 20 for both publisher and consumer stereotype books were very attractive labor costs for
new editions were reduced dramatically as also was the likelihood of errors
in the text where errors were found they could be repaired on the plate
without re typesetting anything else on the page although stereotype
books were desirable the technology was difficult and expensive and few
publishers actually did their own stereotyping hills suggests that most
bibles printed before mid century were stereotyped by only two or three
332211
112
and she identifies eight bibles produced by other publishers that
firms 132
derive from plates made by one company H and E phinney of coopers
town new york 22

the text of the king james translation
oaits
cooperstown
of its time and like
joseph smiths Coopers
town bible like other bibles ofits
our bible today was the product of a long evolution of the king james
translation when the king james version was first published in 1611 by the
kings printer robert barker of london it was not immune to typographical errors many were found and corrected in the 1613 second edition but
that edition introduced its own imperfections as did subsequent editions 23 among the most notorious early king james paintings
prin tings were the
printings
wicked bible of 1631 in which the word not was left out of the seventh
commandment resulting in thou shalt commit adultery ex 2014
and the unrighteous bible of 1653 in which paul wrote know ye not
that the unrighteous shall in place of shall not inherit the kingdom of
god 1i cor 69 24 A 1795 bible has jesus saying let the children first be
killed instead of
pilled
filled mark 727 25 scores of less noticeable errors came
offilled
and went over the translation s history A 1629 cambridge edition introduced at 1i timothy 416 the error take heede unto thy selfe and unto thy
doctrine in place of and unto the doctrine an error that was perpetuaitkens s and other american ediated in many later editions including aitken
tions our bible today still has the probable misprint strain at a gnat in
11
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place of strain out a gnat at matthew 2324 26 building on misander
mi
sunder
standings and errors made inadvertently by typesetters problems came
about because there never was one official master copy of the king james
translation from which all others derived
early american publishers took their text from the best available
british editions but isaac collins noted that the different european
copies of the bible even those printed at the universities of oxford cambridge and edinburgh often varied and sometimes in the use of impor3327
1127
27
tant words 1327
he explained that he took the text in his bibles from the
oxford edition of 1784 by jackson and hamilton and was particularly
attentive in the revisal and correction of the proof sheets with the cam
bridge edition of 1668 by john field with the edinburgh edition of 1775
by kincaid and in all variations with the london edition of 1772 by eyre
and strahan where there were differences he picked from one of those
bibles the words that appeared to be most agreeable to the hebrew
british biblesjhe
of arias montanus and to the greek of arias montanus and leusden
1128
28 T
acau
to0 assure accu
except in spelling where he generally followed johnson 1328
racy in his typesetting collins had his proofs scrutinized by committees
under the direction of dr john witherspoon the highly respected president of new jersey college now princeton university after which he had
21 isaiah thomas obtained the text
each page proofed eleven more times 29
for his 1791 bible by examining almost thirty diverse editions of the king
james bible and selecting from them the best readings he then employed the
assistance of local clergy and others to carefully check his proofs before
the pages went to press 30 mathew carey used eighteen previous editions to
establish the text for his 1801 bible including four from london three from
cambridge three from oxford six from edinburgh and the american
editions of isaac collins and isaiah thomas he reported that he found a
which are incredible
most extraordinary number of discrepancies some of ofwhich
and he listed some of them in the introduction to his bible 31
but other factors also contributed to the difficulty during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries certain aspects of the king james text
remained fluid to some degree the translation was made before there
was a consensus on english orthography and thus even in the early years
there were significant variations in spelling barkers 1611 first edition has
sicke
lique matt 119
publique
mosicke
musicke
the spellings pub
mu
luke 1525 and
heretike
here tike titus 310 all ofwhich
of which were gone in a few decades at 1i timothy 416 the 1611 edition reads take heed unto thy selfe barker s 1630 edition reads take heede unto thy selfe his edition of only four years later
reads take heed unto thy selfe and his edition of 1639 reads take heed
owe
one word was not standardized until
unto thy self the spelling thyself one
the mid eighteenth century spelling continued to evolve in later printings
prin
paintings
tings
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but inconsistently in the hands of various publishers punctuation underwent the same development as common usage changed over time and as
publishing firms adjusted their rules carey was not overstating the matter
when he said that the punctuation differences between bibles were innumerable he gave as an example genesis 268 which had eight commas in
the edinburgh six in the oxford and only three in the cambridge and
3332
1132
32
odthe
london editions 3132
of the king james edition used today
the punctuation ofthe
differs in the vast majority ofverses
of verses from that odthe
diners
printings
prin tings
of the first king james paintings
ofthe
in 1769 benjamin blayney of the oxford university press published a
routine corrected edition of the king james version with only modest
improvements over a similar new edition of just a few years earlier over
the course of time this edition after its own errors were identified and
corrected came to be viewed as the standard for british publishing
houses and it remains so today 33 in america where publishers like
printings
prin tings for
collins thomas and carey had turned to various british paintings
models collinss 1791 text soon came to be seen as the standard ofcorrectness
of correctness
and some other american publishers advertised their bibles as being based
on the collins text that position was later assumed by the american bible
society by the i83os
1830s several american publishers touted their bibles as
corrected according to the standard odthe
ofthe
of the american bible society or used
similar words 34
for all the variations that have come and gone over the years in the
king james translation the words themselves have remained remarkably
constant aside from spelling hyphenation punctuation and the errors
that inevitably result from typesetting by hand the words in our modern
king james bibles are virtually identical to those of bibles from the early
seventeenth century and from those ofthe
odthe
of the early united states spelling and
punctuation evolve with each generation but the remarkable preservation
of the king james words shows that most publishers viewed them as
beyond improvement 35
neys and their bibles
phinneys
phmneys
the Phin

elihu phinney a native of connecticut moved with his family from
canaan new york to the frontier settlement of cooperstown
Coopers town new york
in february 1795 bringing with him the equipment from his print shop 36
he reported over a decade later that he in the winter of 1795 penetrated a
wilderness and broke a track through a deep snow with six teams in the
cooperstown
depth ofwinter
of winter and was received in Coopers
town with a cordiality bor37
dering on homage to preserve which has ever been his aim 137
in coopers
town he soon established a business next door to the courthouse a
bookstore and printing establishment 38 he began publishing a newspaper
the otsego herald and in time began publishing books and a popular
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almanac called phinney s calendar his bookstore offered a variety of
works by several publishers an early advertisement in the herald listed an
impressive 350 titles in his stock 39 his store also sold other items not generally associated with bookstores today including swords 40 spectacles 41
tobacco valuable medicines walking canes 42 and onion beet and cabbage seeds 43 working with him in his printing business were two of his
sons henry and elihu jr fig 1i by 1809 they had established a shop of
their own which they worked in cooperation with their father 44 elihu sr
built a thriving business and it was doing well when he died in 1813 but the
two phinney brothers expanded on his foundation to make the family
enterprise not only one of the largest and most important businesses in
town but soon a significant contributor to the national print industry
elihu jr and henry became prosperous and important citizens as is evidenced by the size of their houses and their many contributions to civic
41
affairs 45
in time they left the newspaper business but they continued to
publish their almanac which eventually grew to an annual circulation of a
hundred thousand 46 in their book publishing they gravitated into three
areas of specialization educational books childrens books and bibles
the first phinney bible was a new testament published in 1813 it was
not printed in the phinney shop but the co publisher was listed as H & E
47
phinney jun 147117
after elihu sr s death the company would be known as
H & E phinney until 1849 in 1817 the phinney brothers printed their
first bible in their own shop a small size new testament 48 over the years
they continued to publish separate new testaments and later the entire
bible in small formats but their greatest contribution to printing bibles
would be in the quartos
cuartos they would soon produce in large numbers one of
which would make its way into the hands of joseph smith the quarto size
generally about 9 x 12 was not a pulpit edition nor a pocket edition but
what we now often call the family bible americans were buying them in
large numbers by the i82os
1820s the phinneys
Phin neys never reached the top echelon of
bible publishers in america but they certainly were major players in the
industry to keep their presses supplied they built or bought a large
papermill
paper mill first as partners with someone else and later apparently as sole
owners 49 taking advantage of the latest in technology they established
their own stereotype foundry their four story brick shop with compositors presses and bindery above and the bookstore on the ground floor
was located around the corner from their fathers original building 50 their
first quarto bible was published in 1822 each signature being painstakingly
typeset proofed and then cast into stereotype plates it was an edition of
five hundred between that first edition and their last from cooperstown
Coopers town in
Phin neys would publish their quarto bible each year for a total of
1848 the phinneys
138 editions and more than 150 thousand copies 51
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in the early morning of february 221849
1849 a fire broke out in the phinney building that soon destroyed it along with its most important content
fig 2 the inventory of the ground floor bookstore was saved but the
type cases presses stereotype plates paper bindery and unfinished books
were lost with everything else from their printing establishment A local
Phin neys
newspaper published a somber report of the fire and of the phinneys
enormous losses following the news article was a note from henry and
elihu phinney thanking the firefighters and other citizens for their valiant
efforts and expressing gratitude that their neighbors buildings were not
similarly destroyed 522 in a short time however the towns sorrow over the
cooperstown
misfortune oftwo
of two oaits
of its leading citizens and a major Coopers
ofits
town business
was replaced by other emotions on february 22 the village trustees issued
a notice entitled five hundred dollars reward in the announcement it
Phin neys had
was revealed that the fire was the work of an arsonist the phinneys
received anonymous threats for some time including a recent one in which
the writer claimed responsibility for the fire 53
Phin neys temporarily out of
the destruction of their shop put the phinneys
business but within a year they published another quarto bible this time
out of buffalo to which the company had relocated after the fire the firm
was now called phinney & co and its guiding hands were those of a new
generation sons of elihu jr and their associates the phinney stereotype
plates were destroyed in the fire so to produce the new edition the phin
neys bought plates from another company a company that apparently
had bought its plates from the phinneys
Phin neys some years earlier phinney and
company continued to publish quarto bibles until 1859
phinthe fire represented the effective retirement of henry and elihu phi
ney henry died in 1850 and was remembered as leaving an instructive
example of talents and integrity with industry and frugality resulting in
respectability and wealth 54 elihu one of the most highly respected citicooperstown
zens of Coopers
town 55 died in 1863 and was praised as being prominently identified with almost every good enterprise which was carried
forward during his active career including support of religion education
and business 56

the 1828 phinney bible
Phin neyss 1822 bible set the course that all their quartos
H and E phinney
cuartos
would follow thereafter including the 1828 edition owned by joseph smith
because the plates were stereotyped changes would be made only sparingly over the years and thus the last cooperstown
Coopers town edition of 1848 is virtually identical to the first of 1822 typographical errors could be corrected
but at least one made in 1822 was not changed until 1832 perhaps showing
anyss reticence to tamper with the stereotype plates once they
companas
the companys
comp
company
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Coopers town new york looking southeast the
intersection of main and pioneer streets cooperstown
H and E phinney print shop and bookstore was located to the right south of the corner build
ing on pioneer street the current building phinney block was built in 1850 to replace the phinneyy building destroyed in the fire of 1849 elihu phinney sr s original bookstore and print shop was
odthe
located on main street immediately to the left east ofthe
of the corner building photograph by author
FIG 2

were cast 57 over the course of repeated paintings
printings
prin tings stereotype plates devel
of wear such as a loss of sharpness or breaks in letters 58 in 1840
oped
aped signs ofwear
the plates
the Phin
of
phinneys
neys set new type for worn page numbers on several odthe
ofthe
and they completely re typeset the introductory essay to the readers
joseph smiths phinney bible includes an impressive collection of lists
references and tables that were printed before after and between the tes
taments
laments descriptions are found in the appendix below these were iden
tical in all H and E phinney editions but none were original to the
phinney bible most of them had been printed for years by other publish
ers though rarely is there attribution to an earlier source
artos the
qu
in addition to the standard add ons printed in all phinney quartos
cuartos
potential buyer did have some options As with the bibles of other publish
ers options were available in the kind of cover the bible had and in the
quality of paper the popular brown s concordance was occasionally
added at the back of phinney bibles printed on its own signatures and pagi
nated
bated separately from the rest of the book the apocrypha the collection
of ancient books that are part of the roman catholic canon but are not
accepted as scriptural by protestants was included in most bibles in the
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early united states about two thirds of the phinney quartos
cuartos contained
it 59 in phinney bibles the apocrypha was printed on its own signatures in
a smaller font with separate pagination totaling ninety nine pages it
could be inserted or not depending on the needs of the particular model
joseph smith s phinney bible included the apocrypha
like the apocrypha the illustrations were not printed on the signatures with the bible text but were inserted into the book at the bindery
they were generally printed on paper that was stiffer than that on which
the testaments were impressed the precise number selection and placement of illustrations in any given bible may have been to some degree at
the whim of employees in the bindery because few were exactly alike in the
1828 bibles Phin
phinneys
neys deluxe picture package included fifteen in the old
testament and five in the new testament including frontispieces
frontis pieces at the
beginning of each joseph smiths 1828 phinney contains seven illustrations
in the old testament and two in the new none of the ten 1828 copies 1I have
examined have exactly the same selection and placement 60
illustrations in the earliest american bibles seem to modern tastes to
be overwrought overly stylized and monumental as in the case of isaiah
thomass 1791 folio or overly dramatic and carnal as in the case of mathew
carey s 1801 quarto through 1824 phinney used illustrations very similar
to those in thomass bible but by then americans were more comfortable
with simpler and more realistic scenes the woodcuts
woodcuts included in phinney
bibles from 1825 on were standard fare for their time providing modest
biblical events as they were envisioned to have
and reasonable depictions of ofbiblical
them include the name ofthe
odthe
the artist but some of
of
ofthem
happened fig 3 none of
efthem
the same pictures can be found in other publishers bibles with the artists
identified that the phinneys
Phin neys printed the illustrations for their own bibles
is clear in the fact that the scripture references and page numbers to the
phinney bible are printed beneath each picture
with all the borrowing that took place from one publishers bible to
another it is difficult to determine the immediate source of the features in
any given bible resembling the H and E phinney quarto are mathew
carey s standing type editions from 1804 to 1816 and the collins stereotype
of1816 61 but the bibles closest to phinney appear to be D D smiths
edition ofi8i6
1820 quarto from new york and the 1823 date uncertain quarto of kimber
and sharpless philadelphia both of these were stereotyped by the firm of
elihu white of new york they have much in common with phinney bibles
add on features though clearly printed from different
including the same addon
plates the phinney and the elihu white bibles are page by page equivalents proving some kind of direct connection between the two firms
in terms of design and physical appearance most bibles produced in
Phin neyss title
early nineteenth century america had a common look phinney
page fig 4 is strikingly similar to that of collins but in its layout and
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hagar in the wilderness from an 1824 H and E phinney bible this woodcut
was the frontispiece in joseph smiths bible but when it was used in other bibles it
faced the corresponding text on page 21 notice the elements of the story in the art
ter bottle the angel and the spring of water
hagar ishmael with an empty water
FIG 3

typography the phinney bible leans more toward carey and the elihu
Phin neys all these have
white bibles bear an even closer resemblance to phinneys
the following in common see fig 6 two columns of type with a dividing
line between them canne s references in the left and right margins with a
date at the top of each italicized running heads flush left and flush right
summarizing content centered running heads giving the capitalized book
name on even numbered pages and the chapter numbers in roman
numerals on odd numbered pages and two line drop caps at the beginning of each chapter but none of these features were unique to any of these
bibles many american quartos
cuartos in the first three decades of the nineteenth
century could be described in similar terms the phinney brothers may
have used a number of contemporary bibles as models for the layout of
their stereotype edition of 1822 48
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page joseph smiths 1828 H and E phinney bible courtesy library archives beor
ganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints independence missouri
FIG 4

title
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the text of the 1828 phinney bible
regardless of what can be said about the origin of the tables lists and
layout of the phinney bible the evidence suggests that the text itself derives
ultimately from contemporary bibles of the cambridge university press
probably by way of the 1816 collins quarto and elihu whites 1820 quarto
published by D D smith in a comparison of over three hundred verses
between the 1828 phinney and the 1816 collins I1 found only rare and
inconsequential differences in punctuation and all are likely attributable
to typographical errors 62 in contrast comparisons with carey and some
other contemporary bibles showed many more punctuation differences
collins noted that he took his text from an oxford edition of 1784
184 63 but
comparisons of punctuation and orthography between collins and contemporary british bibles show collins to be virtually identical to a cambridge
edition but significantly different from an oxford edition the elihu white
bibles are closest to phinney in spelling also again suggesting a common
genesis whatever the origin of all these bibles may have been it is safe to say
that the texts of american bible makers such as collins elihu white and
phinney descended from a respectable and mainstream king james tradition
in spelling collins and related bibles like phinney differ from the
archaic system of oxford bibles of their generation and follow the more
modern spelling used then by cambridge 64 examples include certain
ccesarea
cxsarea cesarea acts 101
words of classical derivation such as cesarea
lol
iol
lot caesar
cesar acts 1128 and judcea
judcoa judea acts 1129 665 the archaic ick endings are changed to the more modern ic as in publick public matt 119
musick
music luke 1525 and heretick
heretic titus 310 other
spellings are also in more contemporary forms such as enquire inquire
ggs 12 3 and intreat entreat ruth 116 bibles by collins and phin2 kgs
ney have all these changes
but the elihu white and phinney bibles went even farther in their
modernizing other obsolete words that were changed in them but not in
oxford cambridge or collins include astonied astonished jer 149
establish
stablish
sta blish establish 2 thes 33 amongst among gen 239 and alway
66
always 2 sam 910
not all of these changes were made consistently
glo
gio
however showing that while the process of modernizing these words was
apparently intended to be systematic it did not always succeed 67 the single
most common difference between the phinney bible and other editions
including the collins is in the form of possessive pronouns and indefinite
articles before words that start with the letter h the king james translators
used the word an before words that begin with h even when that letter
is pronounced though they did so inconsistently and there are several
exceptions 68 thus we have an hundred gen 528 an holy ex 196 and
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an heritage Ps 1273 in the phinney bible these are changed to forms
consistent with the speech of modern readers a hundred a holy and a heritage similarly possessive pronouns before the same words are changed to
the modern forms mine house my house jer 127 and thine heritage
thy heritage joel 217 there are hundreds ofthese
of these changes in the phinney
bible as well as in the contemporary elihu white bibles 69
in short though the phinney bible and related editions used the same
words in the same places as other bibles carefully preserving the exact
text of the king james translation they used contemporary forms of king
james words in many instances in harmony with the appropriate usage
of their own generation this is precisely what other reputable publishers of
the king james version had been doing since its second edition of 1613
thus without being a new translation or even a revision joseph
neys
smitis
smith s Phin
phinney
nefss bible contains a more modern form of the king james
1820s and significantly it is a more
version than was used generally in the i82os
modern form than the edition used by english speaking latter day saints
today but most important is the fact that the phinney edition with its
more contemporary spelling and usage is the king james text that underlies the joseph smith translation of the bible 70
Cooperstown bible
joseph smiths acquisition of his cooperstown

henry and elihu phinney faced the same challenges

as other publish-

ers of their time regarding how to market their books once they came off
the press A generation earlier mathew carey had become prosperous by
selling books through an agent who traveled beyond the eastern seaboard
Phin neys they built large traveling stores
into america
Americdss interior 71 As for the phinneys
on wagons ingeniously constructed to serve as locomotive bookstores
moveably
move able tops and counters and their shelves were stocked with
they had moveable
hundreds of varieties of books 72 these could be on the road whenever
weather permitted and they would keep phinney products flowing into
the expanding settlements but the phinneys
Phin neys most innovative outlet was
their floating canalboat bookstore the erie canal which began opening
in 1819 and was completed in 1825 was successful in its mission to connect
the east coast of the united states with many of its distant towns linking
albany with buffalo it facilitated the fast and convenient transport of passengers and goods that allowed western towns to grow and to share in the
unique culture that was developing in the new republic the phinney
brothers recognized the canal s potential for the dissemination of their
products so they constructed a canalboat to move their publications from
east to west the floating bookstore served as an outlet for local customers
along the way and it supplied retailers with volumes from the phinney
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odthe
of the larger
presses in the winter the boat would remain stationary in one ofthe
settlements when the ice cleared in the spring travel up and down the
canal could resume 73
one of the villages along the erie canal was palmyra new york there
egbert B grandin was publisher of a weekly newspaper called the wayne
sentinel grandin had owned a print shop and bookstore since 1826 in his
store he sold stationary business forms and books of many sorts in fall
Pal myrass
1828 he moved his business into a new three story facility on pai
palmyra
main street near the center of the village the typesetting and the presses
were located on the third floor the bindery was on the second floor and
floor in his print shop he took on varithe bookstore was on the ground floon
ous small jobs until the spring of 1829 when he changed his advertisement
from job printing to book and job printer 74 his book printing business was a short lived enterprise but it produced a most significant volume the five thousand copy book of mormon through most of 1829
ofwhich
grandin advertised his bindery and his circulating library both of which
he sold that fall to a partner luther howard 75 grandin advertised his
books in almost every issue of the sentinel for five months he ran a long
notice which he identified as a catalogue in part of his present stock of
miscellaneous books among the advertised books were bibles
large
76
& small 1171
by late summer 1829 joseph smith had contracted with grandin for
ofmormon the typesetting began in
odthe
the printing and binding ofthe
of the book of mormon
august and continued into the following spring during that time oliver
cowdery copied pages of the original manuscript as needed and took the
copies to grandin s shop for the compositor
compos itoL he and others went there frequently to deliver new manuscript sections and to proof the typeset sheets
as they were prepared on october 881829
of these vis1829 possibly during one ofthese
its oliver cowdery bought at grandin s store the 1828 H and E phinney
quarto bible joseph smith was in harmony pennsylvania when the bible
was purchased 77
it is not difficult to speculate how E B grandin obtained the bible he
sold to oliver cowdery phinney book wagons were active in new york
state but most likely grandin purchased the bible from the phinney book
boat the erie canal ran about two hundred yards from grandin s establish ment and the boat must have passed through palmyra several times
lishment
while grandin was in business there it seems only reasonable that he occasio
sionally
nally purchased items from that phinney outlet to be sold in his palmyra
shop including quarto size bibles in the bible that oliver cowdery purgrandin
andinss store he wrote in large letters on the first blank page
chased from Gr
inside the front cover the book of the jews and the property of joseph
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smith junior and oliver cowdery fig 5 because the inscription notes
joseph smith first as owner the bible probably was bought at his direction
we do not know precisely why the prophet and his scribe obtained it its
service in the new translation of the bible was still months away and there
is no indication that joseph smith knew of that project as early as october
1829 but certainly a good bible would be indispensable for the ongoing
work of the restoration for the understanding of future revelations for
teaching the gospel for preparing public sermons and for other uses in the
so
soon
on- to be established church of christ

the new translation
not long after the church was organized in the spring of 1830 joseph
smith began a careful reading of the bible to revise and make corrections
in accordance with the inspiration he would receive from that labor came
the revelation of much truth and the restoration of many of the precious
things that nephi had foretold would be taken from the bible i ne
1323 29 in june 1830 the first revealed addition to the bible was set to
writing over the next three years the prophet made inspired changes
additions and corrections while he filled his calling to provide a more correct translation for the church collectively these are called the joseph
1178
78
smith translation 7178

the

first revelation of the joseph smith translation is what we now
ofgen
have as moses 1i in the pearl of great price the preface to the book hofgen
of genesis beginning with genesis 11 the

prophet apparently had the bible
before him and read aloud from it until he felt impressed to dictate a
change in the wording if no changes were required he read the text as it
stood thus dictating the text to his scribes he progressed to genesis 24 at
which point he set aside the old testament as he was instructed in a revelation on march 71831 see d&c
dac 4560 62 the following day he began
revising the new testament when he completed john 5 in february 1832
he ceased dictating the text in full to his scribes and began using an abbreviated notation system from that time on it appears that he read the
verses from the bible marked in it the words or passages that needed to be
corrected and dictated only the changes to his scribes who recorded them
on the manuscript
following the completion of the new testament in february 1833
joseph smith returned to his work on the old testament 79 he soon shifted
to the abbreviated notation system for that manuscript also at first he
marked the passages in the bible that needed to be changed and dictated
the entire revised verse to his scribe eventually he dictated only the
replacement words as he had done earlier with the new testament 80 at
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Cow derys inscription showing date and place of purchase of joseph smiths 1828
oliver cowderys
H and E phinney bible the book of the jews and the property of joseph smith junior and
ath 1829 at egbert B Grandins book store palmyra wayne
oliver cowdery bought october the 8th
courtesy library archives reorganized
county new york price 375
3375
75 holiness to the lord
3.75
church of jesus christ of latter day saints
FIG 5
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the end of the old testament manuscript after the book of malachi his
scribe wrote the following words finished on the 2d
ad day of july 1833
that same day the prophet and his counselors sidney rigdon and frederick G williams both of whom had served as scribes for the new translation wrote to church members in missouri and told them we this day
finished the translating of the scriptures for which we returned gratitude
to our heavenly father 81 the bible joseph had used was the H and E
phinney bible purchased at grandin s bookstore
joseph smiths phinney bible was perhaps not purchased with a new
translation in mind and only later was employed in that work in all likelihood it was the bible used from the beginning but even that is not certain
because the marks in it do not start until the translation reached john 6 in
february 1832 and the spelling and word usage in the manuscript prior to
that point do not always agree with the phinney bible As far as we can tell
however for all parts of the new translation the text of the phinney bible
was the starting point for the revelation in the sections where the short
notation system was used the prophets bible plays an indispensable role
the manuscripts cannot be read independently of the bible because the
location odthe
insertion
of the changes the words to be deleted and the points of ofinsertion
ofthe
are all marked in the bible itself and not on the manuscripts
the hundreds of marks in joseph smiths bible were written sometimes in pencil and sometimes in ink often there is a check
or an X like
mark at the beginning and end of a verse in which a correction is to be
made to alert the typesetter to the change although no system was used
consistently frequently two dots vertically aligned like an oversized colon
represented an insertion point two dots on either side of a word often signaled the replacement of that word with whatever was recorded on the
manuscript but very often a word was just circled or lined out either for
deletion or for replacement fig 6 the new readings were written on the
itself 82
manuscript pages and not in the bible itself82
it is difficult to say whether the modernized spelling and usage of the
phinney bible had an influence on the language of the joseph smith translation in sections of the new translation that have no counterpart in the
bible both indefinite articles a and an are used before words that begin
with a pronounced letter h in passages on the manuscripts that are found
in the king james translation again both articles are found despite the
near consistent use of a in the underlying phinney bible the inconsistency in the manuscripts suggests that this particular modernization was
not a high priority for joseph smith but many other changes he made
definitely had the effect of making the bible more understandable for modern readers the frequent changes in word order and modernizations in
83
language such as wot to know 63
saith to said that and which to who and ye
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ee to you show that the language of the joseph smith translation
and thee
was a more radical break with the tradition of the king james version than
Phin neys limited efforts to update the spelling even so those
were phinneys
changes were applied inconsistently in the manuscripts and the best suggestion is that even though the modernization of spelling and word usage
was part of the new translation other objectives were even more important 84
we know generally how the phinney bible was used in the production
of the joseph smith translation and the marks in the bible and the corresponding words on the manuscripts detail its contributions but we do not
sp
know to what extent or how the prophet used the phinney bible through
his life when he was killed in 1844 it remained in the possession
the rest ochis
ofhis
of
of his family and was inherited by his son alexander smith who gave it to
his daughter vida she later presented it to her cousin israel A smith presiodthe reorganized church ofjesus
dent ofthe
of jesus christ oflatter
of latter day saints RLDS 8 5
since then joseph smiths H and E phinney bible published in
cooperstown
Coopers
town in 1828 has been preserved carefully in the archives of the
RLDS church in independence missouri along with the accompanying
manuscript pages of the joseph smith translation

kent P jackson kentjacksonbyuedu is professor of ancient scripture at
brigham young university dr jackson received his BA from brigham young university
in 1974 and his MA and phd from the university of michigan
ofmichigan in 1976 and 1980 respecpublications at the religious studies center
tively he currently serves as director of ofpublications
1 quarto books are generally about 912 x 12 in dimension folios are approximately 12 x ig
19 and octavos are approximately 6 x 9 there were significant variations within each category joseph smith s bible is about 9 x li
2 for the history of the english bible in this period see the cambridge history of
prom
west
the bible the wess
from the reformation to the present day ed S L greenslade camwestfrom
bridge cambridge university press 1963 141 68 and F F bruce history of the bible
in english from the earliest versions new york oxford university press 1978 1112
12
12 112
of editions orthe
3 see E B ocallaghan A list ofeditions
of the holy scriptures and parts thereof
printed in america pervious to 1860 with introduction and bibliographical notes
1 22
albany munsell and rowland 1861 12
2
editions 22 23
ofeditions
4 ocallaghan list of
editions of the bible and the
5 see the english bible in america A bibliography of
ofeditions
new testament published in america 1777 1957 ed margaret T hills new york
nm
american bible society and the new york public library 1962 xv xvii 1 2
6 hills english bible in america 2 ocallaghan list of editions xxiii
xviii paul C
gutjahr an american bible A history of the good book in the united states 1777 1880
stanford calif stanford university press 1999 20 23
7 see hills english bible in america 7 and references to collinss later bibles in
the index gutjahr american bible go
90 A biography of collins is richard F hixson
isaac collins A quaker printer in eighteenth century america new brunswick NJ
rutgers university press 1968 collinss 1791 bible is discussed at 137 53
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see clifford K shipton isaiah thomas printer patriot and philanthropist

1749 1831 rochester
9 see gutjahr

NY leo hart

1948
american bible 23 29 and

mathew careys
carels autobiography published monthly in the new england magazine from november 1833 to may 1834 and
from july 1834 to december 1834
10
lo hills english bible in america 15
11 gutjahr american bible 27 28 As an example see carey s list of eighteen differ
ent varieties published in 1816 alone ocallaghan list ofeditions
of editions 131 34 for careys
carels various bible editions see hills english bible in america 447 and accompanying references
12 mathew carey autobiography of mathew carey new england magazine 6
march 1834 230
13 see ocallaghan list ofeditions
of editions 131 34
14 counted on a randomly selected old testament page from a carey quarto of
about 1810 old testament title page missing
Typefounding in america 1787 1825 charlottesville uni15 see rollo G silver typefounding
versity press of ofvirginia
112 14125 29
virginia 1965 1114125
16 see hills english bible in america 12 ip
19 20 36 and 447 with accompanying
references for careys
cuartos until his last in 1816
carels quartos
new history of ofstereotyping
stereotyping new york J J little and
17 see george A kubler A nm
ives 1941
194111 71
18 kubler new history of stereotyping 148 153 rollo G silver the american
printer 1787 1825 charlottesville university press of ofvirginia
virginia 1967 59 60
19 hills english bible in america 49
20 see the entries in hills english bible in america mathew carey stopped printing bibles in 1816 and never published a stereotyped edition
21 hills english bible in america xvii
22 hills english bible in america 69
the english bible 1611 its subof
ofthe
23 see F H A scrivener the authorized edition odthe
sequent reprints and modern representatives cambridge cambridge university press
i6
1884
ia 39
188406
english bible translations A classified
24 see william J chamberlin catalogue of ofenglish
bibliography of versions and editions including books parts and old and new testament apocrypha and apocryphal books new york greenwood 1991 12
25 A S herbert historical catalogue of printed editions of the english bible
soci
igi
london british and foreign bible society new york american bible boci
1525 1961
ety 1968

313

26 see bruce history orthe
of the bible 108

odthe
of the english bibles from tyndale to the
all ofthe

bishops bible have out
27 advertisement to the stereotype edition in collinss 1816 stereotype quarto
28 publishers note at the end of to the readers collins 1807 published in
collinss 1791 quarto and in subsequent editions
29 gutjahr american bible go
90
of editions 40
30 ocallaghan list ofeditions
mathew carey 230 31 see also preface in carey s
31 carey autobiography of ofmathew
1801 quarto
preface 1801
18oi quarto and as quoted in carey autobiography of
3 2 carey
mathew carey 232
33 see herbert historical catalogue 282 83 and scrivener authorized edition
101
33 36
36101
lol 5 238 42
iol
loi
log founded in 1816 the american bible
34 see hills english bible in america 106
society was dedicated to spreading the bible as inexpensively as possible throughout
the united states
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the

chapter divisions in modern bibles date to the thirteenth century the
verse divisions were added in the sixteenth century
Phin neys see S T livermore A condensed
36 for biographical material on the phinneys
ofcooperstown
town albany J munsell 1862
Coopers
history of cooperstown
157 63 alan taylor william coopers
1862157
town power and persuasion on the frontier of the early american republic new york
alfred A knopf vintage 1995 and madeleine B stern books and book people in
nineteenth century america new york R R bowker 1978 4 7 23 24 stern s primary sources are at 23 n 5 taylors are throughout his notes livermore s book was
published while elihu phinney jr was still alive and residing in cooperstown
Coopers town and livermore appears to have known phinney see also kathryn klim sturrock the phin
neys of cooperstown
Coopers town 1795 1850 master s thesis state university of new york
printer new york
college at oneonta 1972 and milton W hamilton the country printe
state 1785 1830 2d
ad ed port washington NY ira J friedman 1964
1808
37 otsego herald november 5518o8
53188
53108
51808
odthe
of the building on the
38 the shop stood on second street immediately to the east ofthe
southeast corner of second and west streets now main and pioneer streets
39 otsego herald september 25 1800
40 otsego herald february 281799
1805
41 otsego herald december ia
191805
i9
1806
103106
101806
131806
42 otsego herald
heid february 131318o6
43 otsego herald april 301807
Coopers town 50 52
Phin neys of cooperstown
44 see sturrock the phinneys
Coopers town 31 33 37 41 otsego demo
Phin neys of cooperstown
democratt
45 see sturrock the phinneys
demot
september 211850 otsego republican february 551863
1863 and livermore condensed hiscooperstown
Coopers
town 159 61
tory of ofcooperstown
46 stern books and book people 5
47 hills english bible in america 41
48 hills english bible in america 55
Phin neys of cooperstown
Coopers town 25 28
49 see sturrock the phinneys
odthe
of the building on
50 the building stood on west street immediately to the south ofthe
the southeast corner of second and west streets now main and pioneer streets the
building there now phinney block was built on the same site in 1850 after the earlier
shop was destroyed by fire
51 elihu phinney jr to E B ocallaghan quoted in ocallaghan list ofeditions
of editions 158
Fre
emans journal february 101849
freemanb
52 freemans
io 1849
1849
53 freeman s journal march 331849
coope
igo 61 otsego democrat sepcooperstown
town 160
54 livermore condensed history of Coopers
tember 21
1850 henrys house begun in 1813 still stands at the corner of main and
211850
chestnut and is now the fashionable hotel cooper inn
cooperstown
Coopers
town 159
55 livermore condensed history of ofcooperstown
56 otsego republican february 5 1863 elihu s house begun about 1820 stood
until 1957 on pioneer street where the new york telephone company is located now
57 or perhaps showing that the error was not discovered until a decade after it was
made see jeremiah 175 cursed be them an that
58 for example on page 469 of the phinney stereotype quarto the diagonal slope
of the numeral 4 in the page number is intact in the 1823 edition but is broken off in
the 1824 edition in verse 18 the letter p in persecute developed a small break during the
odthe
of the 1824 edition because it is not broken in all 1824 impressions in verse 19
printing ofthe
the top of the letter h in the word judah first appears broken in the 1826 edition these
broken letters continued in all subsequent editions there are undoubtedly hundreds of
similar examples
35
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elihu phinneyjr
phinneyjr to ocallaghan as quoted in ocallaghan list ofeditions
of editions 158
odthe
of the 1828 phinney bible that I1 have examined have the follow60 the ten copies ofthe
ing illustrations bible A fifteen in the old testament and five in the new testament
bible B same number and same pictures as bible A but not always facing the same
pages bible C joseph smiths bible seven in the old and two in the new bible D
same number as bible C but not always the same pictures bible E eight in the old and
two in the new bible F seven in the old and three in the new bible G six in the old
and three in the new bible H six or seven in the old first pages including possible
frontispiece missing and three in the new bible 1I six or seven in the old first pages
also missing and three in the new and bible J no illustrations aside from the
absence of a frontispiece bible H has the same pictures in the same locations as bible F
61 all but one of the addon
add on features included in carey are also in phinney and
only two in phinney are absent in carey contents of the books and account of the
dates all of the features in collins are also in phinney and only one of the features
in phinney is not found in collins contents of the books phinney includes some
odthe
the same illustrations that are found in collins but in collins the artists are identified
of
ofthe
62 of the ten punctuation differences out of well over a thousand punctuation
marks three were colons in place of semicolons two were semicolons in place of
colons and one was the absence of a comma these are all probably typesetting errors
on the part ofphinneys compositors the other four differences appear to be efforts on
the part of phinneys
Phin neys compositors to correct obvious typesetting errors in collins
given the large number of punctuation marks in that many verses this is an extremely
small number offery
ofvery
of very minor differences
63 isaac collins publishers note in to the reader see also note 28
Cam bridges 1823 stereotype octavo
64 for example cambridges
ca it was not used in a king
ott
ocl
65 the ce ligature is in place of the greek diphthong oct
james version until late in the eighteenth century
66 KJV editors in the eighteenth century modernized amongst to among but they
overlooked it in two places gen 38 gen 239 the phinneys
Phin neys changed the second one
but missed the first for orthographic varieties in general see scrivener authorized edition 93 101
67 where there are inconsistencies in phinney the archaic spellings tend to be
found early in the bible it should be noted that even the english bible used by latter
day saints today is inconsistent in its rendering of some of these words as in
astoniedlastonished
astonished amongstlamong
astoniedastonished
astonied
among and alaylalways
alway
always these variants still appear in the
alwayalways
amongst
amongstamong
current king james version in part the result of earlier inconsistent efforts to modernize
the spelling see scrivener authorized edition 103 4
68 see scrivener authorized edition 105 9
69 of the almost six hundred occurrences of the word an before h it appears that
the phinneys
Phin neys or their source inadvertently missed only two an haven at genesis
4913 and an heritage at exodus 68
70 in a comparison of over eleven hundred verses between the phinney bible and
the bible used today by english speaking latter day saints I1 found differences in about
40 percent of old testament verses and 30 percent of new testament verses the vast
majority are punctuation or hyphenation differences differences in spelling and word
usage make up a much smaller percentage the use of italicized words is virtually identical in the thousands of ofwords
words compared in only four places are there italics in phinney and not in the modern KJV given the normal king james version usage for italics
all four appear to be errors in todays bible and correct in phinney in one place a word
is italicized today but not in phinney apparently an error in phinney
59
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see gutjahr american bible 27 28
cooperstown
Coopers town 161 62
72 livermore condensed history of ofcooperstown
ofcooperstown
Coopers town 162
73 livermore condensed history of cooperstown
74 grandin s last job printing advertisement was published in wayne sentinel
march 131829 1i his first book and job printer advertisement appeared april 17
1829 1i
171829
book bindery and library wayne sentinel september 11 1829 3 but
75
howards bindery and library remained in grandin s building
grandins
Gr
76 see grandine
andins advertisements in every issue of the wayne sentinel from
1828 to may 151829 after this time grandin ran shorter advertisements
december 19
191828
for individual books including common prayer books Nich
olsons encyclopedia 3d
nicholsons
ad
american edition a map of new york by williams the memoirs ofsimon
of simon bolivar by
general holstein a book on the pestalozzian system of arithmetic by james ryan a
biography of de witt clinton and isaac watts s psalms hymns and spiritual songs
see for example the untitled advertisements in the wayne sentinel for august 14 and
71

211829

on october

joseph smith wrote to cowdery to tell him that he
joseph had arrived safely at his pennsylvania home on the fourth joseph smith to
hoseph
joseph smith ed dean C
oliver cowdery october 221829 in the personal writings of ofloseph
jessee salt lake city deseret book 1984
984 227 28
78 the comprehensive treatment of the joseph smith translation is robert J
matthews A plainer translation joseph smith s translation of the bible a history
provo utah brigham young university press 1975
and commentary pro
1
79 the prophets history records I completed the translation and review of the
new testament on the and
2nd of february 1833 joseph smith jr history of
the church
orthe
jesus christ oflatter
ad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city
latzer day saints ed B H roberts 2d
of
of latter
oflesus
deseret book 1957 1324 hereafter cited history orthe
of the church
80 the sections of the bible for which the prophet dictated the text in full are
genesis 1 24 and matthew i john 5 some form of the abbreviated notation system was
used in genesis 25 malachi plus john 6 revelation
81 history odthe
of the church 1368
ofthe
82 the very rare exceptions are noted in matthews A plainer translation 57
matthews has a detailed discussion of the types of marks in the bible at pages 57 59
83 the manuscript at exodus 321 revises wott to know with a note that know
should be in the place of wot in all places
84 in their publication of the new translation in 1867 the publication committee
of the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints generally used the
spellings of the phinney bible and not those of a more standard king james version
this was not accomplished consistently however and exceptions have not been cor
erected
rected in subsequent editions
odthe
of the bible this
85 the following inscription is found on the inside front cover ofthe
book was a gift from my father alexander hale smitha
smith
smithj I1 am giving it to israel alexan
der smith because he bears the beloved name of alexander with honor and because of
my trust in him 1I wish it to pass into his care and personal possession vida E smith
yates july 91942
77
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appendix
on features in joseph smiths 1828
add
addon
H and E phinney quarto bible

page numbers in the phinney bible in parentheses

chapter summaries the 1611 king james version contained outline headings at the beginning of each chapter providing summaries of key verses
these were perpetuated in later bibles but often in abbreviated form the
summaries in phinney bibles are abbreviated but they still retain much of
the flavor of the originals
1

cannes marginal notes and references john canne was a seventeenth
century english independent living in amsterdam he published his cross
references in a bible in 1662 they were used by many publishers thereafter
printed in the margins on either side of the bible text with a proposed date
at the top of the column they first appeared in an american bible in 1807
printings
prin tings by various publishers
hills notes that over the course of repeated paintings
they acquired many typographical errors and some publishers added to
the references 2

the names and order of all the books of the old and new testaments
with the number of their chapters 2 this is simply a list of bible
books in order with the number of chapters each book contains it first
appeared in america in aitkens bible of 1782 but it was already in geneva
bibles in the late sixteenth century and in king james bibles by the i62os
1620s

to the reader

3

this informative document which fills a quarto page

in 9 point type was first written for isaac collinss 1791 bible to take the
place of the dedicatory epistle to king james 1I 3 it was reused many times
by later publishers it is a brief history of the english bible written by dr
john witherspoon 1723 94 president of new jersey college wither
spoon immigrated from scotland in 1768 to take the position as college
president which he held until his death he was a well known intellectual
and patriot and the only clergyman to sign the declaration of independence A prolific scholar his list of publications fills thirty pages in a modern biography 4 in to the reader witherspoon states that in an
american bible it is unnecessary or inappropriate to include the dedication
to king james at the end of witherspoon s article is a paragraph written by
its original publisher isaac collins explaining where he obtained the text
for his king james bible when later publishers reprinted to the reader
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in their own editions they included the publishers note as a part sofwith
of
with
ofwith
er spoons document even if their own bible text came from a different
source than collinss some later publishers acknowledged collinss bible
as the source of to the reader and witherspoon as its author phinney
bibles carried the byline from collins bible until the 1828 edition

contents of the books of the old and new testaments 4 8 this table
provides a one line synopsis of each chapter in the bible many of the summaries appear to have derived from those found at the beginning of the
chapters in most king james bibles this section began appearing in american bibles around 1820 5

old testament quoted by christ
and his apostles in the new testament 575 this list is arranged in
old testament order with the scripture reference the quotation and the
A table of the several passages in the

new testament passage in which it is found mathew carey first added this
1802
list to his edition of 18
02
A chronological index of the years and times from adam unto christ

proved by the scriptures from the collation of divers authors 576
this small table gives lengths of time for various periods such as israel
was in egypt 220 years and jerusalem was re edified and built again
after the captivity of babylon 70 years the list arrived in american bibles
at least by mathew careys
carels 1802 edition but it existed in english bibles as
early as the 1560 geneva bible

table of time 576 this small table gives the names of biblical
months and their gregorian calendar equivalents and provides other
timekeeping this table first appeared in
modern equivalents of biblical timekeeping
america in the 1791 bibles of isaac collins and isaiah thomas but it was
already found in british bibles early in the eighteenth century 6
A

A

table of offices and conditions of men

576 providing brief definibible such as judges presidents pub

tions for technical vocabulary in the
laicans and nazarites
licans
Nazarites this table also first appeared in america in the 1791
collins and thomas bibles but it was found earlier in english bibles 7

family record

following 576 but un paginated phinney bibles usually
included two sheets each with two columns for writing family names and
dates the first page was labeled for marriages the second and third for
births and the fourth for deaths 8
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account ofthe
odthe
odthe
of the dates or time of ofwriting
of the new testament
writing the books ofthe
578 this table is on the reverse of the new testament title page opposite
matthew 1i it lists the books of the new testament and the years of each
from the death and birth of jesus like to the reader it was written by
john witherspoon for collinss 1791 quarto and was first published there 9

an index to the holy bible or

an account of the most remarkable passages in the books of the old and new testaments pointing to the time
wherein they happened and to the places of scripture wherein they
are recorded 755 62 this imposing eight page table is printed in tiny
six point type it is a chronological summary of the whole bible in three
columns giving the date the bible reference and the event it was first
used in american bibles in 1791 by both collins and thomas and mathew
carey included it in his first king james bible in 1801 but it had already
been used as early as a 1755 oxford edition

tables of scripture measures weights and coins with an appendix
containing the method of calculating its measures of surface hitherto
wanting in treatises on this subject 763 64 the author was the right
reverend richard lord bishop of Peter
peterborough
borough the tables provide
equivalents between biblical and modern weights and measures with
considerable commentary this item first appeared in the united states in
the 1791 collins and thomas bibles it also was used as early as a 1755
oxford edition
odthe
of the old and new testaments 764 this odd list ofdata
analysis ofthe
of data provides such information as the number of letters in the old testament
2728100
838380
100
2728
2728100
838380 and the middle verse in
loo and in the new testament 083833
the bible 2 chron 2017 in the list we are informed that the 21
st verse
2ist
aist
of the alphabet the list first appeared
chapter vii ofezra
odthe
of ezra has all the letters ofthe
in america in careys
carels 1802 edition

table of kindred and affinity wherein whosoever are related are
forbidden in scripture and our laws to marry together 764 this list
of potential incestuous relationships first appeared in america in the 1791
collins and thomas bibles but it was already printed in an oxford edition
A

of these tables it was included in many
of
of755
1755 As was the case with several ofthese
bibles published in the united states
judea palestine or the holy land 764 65 this description of geogracareys
phy and topography was in mathew carey
carelss 1802 edition and was published
in many other bibles
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an alphabetical table of the proper names

in the old and new testaments together with the meaning or signification of the words in their
original languages 765 68 this is a list of presumably all the names of
persons and places in the bible there are no references but only translations this table was first published in the united states in thomass 1791
quarto then in mathew careys
carels of 1801 but similar lists had been included
in european bibles for two centuries

i the israelites murmur for want of bread
4 god
11 quails are sent 14 and manna
ellipses
eth them bread from heaven
promis
promiseth
in original
xvii 25
2 hills english bible in america xxii
3 see varnum lansing collins president witherspoon A biography 2 vols 1925
reprint new york arno press and the new york times 1969 2162 63
4 collins president witherspoon 2237 66
5 the earliest appearance 1I have found is in an 1820 quarto by D D smith new
york it is also in the 1823 date uncertain quarto of Kimber and sharpless philadelphia
6 for example in the 1718 london edition ofjohn
of john baskett
7 at least by the oxford edition of 1755
8 in joseph smiths bible the first sheet is cut down the middle leaving it only
one column wide on each side the second sheet has been removed
9 isaac collins advertisement to the second edition in collins 1807 see a
ofwilliam young 1790 philadelphia listed in hills english bible
similar list in the edition ofwilliam
in america 5 and in the edition of hugh gaine new york 1792
1

for example exodus
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